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TAKING THE BISCUIT

01. ALBUM des célébrités contemporaines publié par LefèvreUtile Nantes [c.1901].
Oblong small folio (262 × 344 mm), pp. [22]; chromolithographed on
thick dark grey paper, the leaves with ornate die-cut frames holding 56
chromolithographed cards; original embossed decorated boards, cloth
spine.
£950
A beautiful piece of Art Nouveau book production, in excellent condition.
In 1901, the famous biscuit company Lefèvre-Utile began to issue, on its
packets of biscuits, various chromolithographed cards featuring famous
figures from the arts; each card (170 × 92 mm), embossed with silver or
gold, bore a black-and-white photograph portrait of the celebrity—actor,

artist, writer, etc.—along with a relevant colour image and a quotation
from the celebrity themselves in praise of LU biscuits.
The company also produced albums to house the cards. The present
example has been completed (naturally, different albums might hold
different cards, depending on what the owner inserted) with 48 cards of
celebrities: actors Sarah Bernhardt, Eugénie Segond-Weber, Jane
Hading, Gabrielle Réjane, Constant Coquelin (two different cards),
Eugène Silvain, Léonie Yahne, Ève Lavallière, Suzanne Desprès, Félix
Galipaux, Jules Leitner, and August Mévisto; singers Meyrianne Héglon,
Marcelle Lender, Lina Landouzy, Lucienne Bréval, Berthe Soyer,
Théodore Botrel, and Jeanne Raunay; dancers Carlotta Zambelli and
Cléo de Mérode; playwrights Victorien Sardou and Georges Feydeau;
composers Jules Massenet, Alexandre Georges, Raoul Pugno, and
Gabriel Pierné; painters Lucius Rossi, Delphin Enjolras, Hippolyte
Berteaux, Paul Chocarne-Moreau, Madeleine Lemaire, Albert Guillaume,
Fernand Cormon, Henri Harpignies, Ferdinand Roybet, Albert Matignon,
and Jean Rameau; illustrators Benjamin Rabier and Jules Grün; writers
Anatole France, Jean Richepin, François Coppée, and Victor
Margueritte, as well as the explorers Gabriel Bonvalot and LouisGustave Binger, and the philanthropist Anne de Rochechouart de
Mortemart, duchesse d’Uzès. Eight landscape-format cards featuring
scenes of Paris.by Luigi Loir (1845–1916) are included at the end.

HEAVILY ANNOTATED, BUT NO INTEREST IN WEALTH

02. ARISTOPHANES. Comoediae undecim, graece et latine,
ad fidem optimorum Codicum MSS. emendatae cum nova octo
Comeodiarum interpretatione Latina, & notis ad singulas ineditis
Stephani Bergleri nec non Caroli Andeae Dukeri ad quatuor
priores … Curante Petro Burmanno Secundo … Lugduni
Batavorum, apud Samuelem et Joannem Luchtmans, Academiae
Typographos. 1760.
2 vols, 4to (275 × 215 mm), pp. [4], 34, 567, [1]; [4], [569]–1259, [1];
titles printed in red and black, engraved title vignette by Delfos; printed in
Greek and Latin on facing pages; some old waterstains to the margins,
resulting in chips to the fore-margin of the first two leaves in vol. I, some
light browning elsewhere; uncut in early nineteenth-century polished
green quarter roan, rubbed, cloth tips, spines lettered gilt.
£2750
First edition thus, edited, and with a preface, by Pieter Burman the
Younger (1713–1778). The wide margins in the present copy have been
exploited to the full by an unknown early French annotator, who has

clearly closely read and then, on the Latin pages, translated ten of the
eleven plays here (The Clouds, The Frogs, The Knights, The
Acharnians, The Wasps, The Birds, Peace, Ecclesiazusae,
Thesmophoriazusae, and Lysistrata), almost in their entirety, into
French, whilst also providing detailed translation notes throughout on the
facing pages of Greek. For some reason, Wealth, Aristophanes’ last
play but the first one in the book, remains entirely unannotated.

03. [ARNE, Thomas]. The Airs with all the Simphonies ant [sic]
the Compleat Overture in the Comic Opera of Love in a Village
correctly transposed for the German Flute or Violin. [England,
second half of the eighteenth century.]
Manuscript on paper, folio (348 × 221 mm), pp. [15], plus final blank
page; some offsetting; original self-wrappers, a little dust-soiled. £400

Love in a Village (1762), one of Arne’s more popular operas, was ‘a
pasticcio of 42 items, of which five were newly composed by Arne and
13 borrowed from his earlier works. The new overture was by C. F. Abel
and the remainder adapted from other composers, including Geminiani
and Galuppi’ (New Grove). The opera was ‘immediately successful, with
40 performances in its first season’ (ibid.) and, as one might expect,
music publishers cashed in on its popularity by issuing simplified
versions of the music for people to play at home.

According to BUCEM, p. 631, there were four printed editions, all
London (and all rare): c.1765 (for David Rutherford; Glasgow and
Bodley), c.1770 (for C. & S. Thompson; RAM and Bodley), c.1775 (by
Longman, Lukey & Co.; BL, Bodley, and SMU), and c.1790 (Longman &
Broderip; NLI). The present example offers a good illustration of how
manuscript continued to be used in the era of print.

‘TOO SHOCKING,—EVEN FOR A GERMAN DRAMA’
THE DEDICATION COPY

04. [ARNOLD, Samuel James]. The Woodman’s Hut: a melodramatic Romance, in three Acts. As now performed at the
Theatre Royal, Drury Lane. The Music composed by Mr. Horn.
London: Printed for John Miller … 1814.
8vo (207 × 126 mm) in half-sheets, pp. [4],
46, [2]; light offsetting in places, a couple of
smudges to p. 5; old wrappers; inscribed
‘Miss Kelly from the Au[thor]’ (cropped) on
the title.
£350
First edition, the dedication copy, inscribed
to the talented young actress and opera
singer Fanny Kelly (1790–1882), later the
object of Charles Lamb’s affections and the
subject of his poem ‘Barbara S----’. ‘The
Author … acknowledges, with many thanks,
the effective exertions of the Performers of
this Melo-drama. At the same time, without
the remotest intention of making any
invidious distinction, he begs leave to
dedicate it to MISS KELLY, as a sincere
mark of his admiration of her talents, and of
his high respect for the virtues which so
eminently distinguish her character in
private life’ (Advertisement).
Arnold (1774–1852) had become manager of the new Drury Lane
Theatre in 1812, where he was criticised for having his own works
performed. He lasted until 1815, when he resigned. The Woodman’s
Hut is a Gothic piece with a German setting; there is even a character
called Werther. The Monthly Review wrote: ‘No avowal is here made …
of this play being derived from a foreign stock: but we rather suspect that
something more than its localities and characters has been obtained
from the Continent. It is calculated for effect on the stage, and we hear
(for we have not seen it) that it succeeds so well in this respect that it
may be contented without aspiring to any higher reputation. The
conclusion of the last scene leaves an impression on the mind which is
too shocking,—even for a German drama.’
Summers, p. 4.

05. [BEERBOHM TREE, Herbert.] [Cover title:] SOUVENIR of
the Visit of H. Beerbohm Tree and His Majesty’s Theatre
Company to Berlin. New Royal Opera Theatre. April, 1907.
[Colophon:] J. Miles & Co. Ltd., Printers … London … [1907].
Oblong 8vo (148 × 232 mm), pp. [20]; including 7 photographic plates
tipped in; text printed in red and black; a fine copy in the original
illustrated wrappers, printed in blue and black.
£175
His Majesty’s Theatre, the project of the great character actor Sir
Herbert Beerbohm Tree (1852–1917), soon won ‘the international
reputation as the premier playhouse for Shakespeare in Britain during
the Edwardian era … [Tree’s] renown in the theatre world earned him
invitations to tour his revivals in America, which he did on numerous
occasions, and brought him a special invitation from the German Kaiser,
to which he responded by performing with his company in various
Shakespearian plays at Berlin’s Royal Opera House (1907)’ (Oxford
DNB).
The photographic portraits here show Tree in costume as Hamlet,
Svengali, Falstaff, Richard II, Malvolio, and Mark Antony.

SHAKESPEARE AND COOPER

06. [COOPER, James Fenimore.]
Theatre Royal, Covent Garden. This
present Monday, April 19, 1830, will
be acted, the Tragedy of Romeo and
Juliet … After which (7th time) a new
comic and melo-dramatic
Entertainment, in two Acts, called The
Wigwam: or, The Men of the
Wilderness. Founded on Cooper’s
American Novel of “The Pioneers,” –
and descriptive of a newly established
Settlement on the Banks of the
Susquehanna … [London:] Printed by
W. Reynolds … [1830].
Playbill (342 × 200 mm) printed on tinted
paper; some light marginal browning,
creased where previously folded.
£120 + VAT
‘A great success,’ James Fenimore
Cooper’s The Pioneers (New York, 1823)
‘described the establishment of a new
settlement in the wilderness, introduced
the character of Leatherstocking, and
began the ambivalent treatment of the
westward movement that he would
continue for many years’ (Oxford ANB). It
was adapted for the stage as early as
April 1823 (New York, The Park Theatre),
but was not initially as popular with audiences as some of Cooper’s
other works (The Red Rover, The Water Witch). The present playbill
advertises the seventh performance of an adaptation which premiered in
London on 13 April 1830, to generally positive reviews: ‘The piece was
well acted, and was on the whole very well received; some of the
scenery was truly beautiful … The Drama was announced for repetition
amidst general applause’ (Theatrical Observer, April 1830).
Not in Nicoll.

‘A COMPLETE SATISFACTION TO ALL WHO ARE DESIROUS OF
BECOMING ACQUAINTED WITH THE … GERMAN STAGE’
07. THE GERMAN THEATRE, translated by Benjamin Thompson,
Esq. In six Volumes. Dedicated, by Permission, to Her Grace the
Duchess of Devonshire … London: Printed by J. Wright … for
Vernor and Hood … 1801.
6 vols, small 8vo (158 × 94 mm); with an engraved frontispiece to each
play by Raimbach, Warren, Neagle, Smith, Heath, Fitler, or Scott after
Thurston, Stothard, Corbett, or Corbould; some light spotting to the
plates, the occasional mark elsewhere; contemporary half calf and
marbled boards, upper joint to vol. I cracked, but holding, spine chipped
at extremities, light wear to joints of other volumes, headcap of vol. II
chipped; engraved armorial bookplate (by Warwick, 145 Strand) of
James Rimington (1786–1839, of Broomhead Hall, Yorkshire).
£600
First collected edition—originally issued in monthly parts—of these
popular translations of nineteen contemporary German plays by
Benjamin Thompson (1775/6–1816), who had learned German while
working as an agent for his father in Hamburg, penning translations in
his spare time. His edition came out during what Stockley terms the
‘short but brilliant “Glanzperiode” of the German stage in England
(1798–1801), when it dominated all dramatic interests’ (p. 181). It had
run to a fourth edition by 1811.
‘These six volumes contain ten plays of Kotzebue, besides Emilia
Galotti, The Robbers, Don Carlos, Stella, and several plays of now
forgotten authors … Some had appeared separately between 1798–
1800. The European Magazine says: “The volumes will afford a
complete satisfaction to all who are desirous of becoming acquainted
with the beauties and defects of the German stage; the Dramas are
selected with judgment and the talents of the translator appear in a most
favourable light.” Here one cannot quite agree … Thompson takes
great liberties with his text and is often careless and inaccurate. Still, his
work is superior to that of most of the translators of the time; and his
versions of Kotzebue’s plays—specially that of The Stranger—are better
than most contemporary translations. The selection of dramas is
interesting, showing the rank given in England to the various German
dramatists of the day …’ (op. cit., pp. 184–5).
Carré, p. 39; Speck 1454; Morgan C535.

LARGE PAPER COPY

08. THE GERMAN THEATRE, translated by Benjamin Thompson,
Esq. In six Volumes. Dedicated, by Permission, to Her Grace the
Duchess of Devonshire … London: Printed by J. Wright … for
Vernor and Hood … 1801.
6 vols, 8vo (208 × 127 mm); with an engraved frontispiece to each play
by Raimbach, Warren, Neagle, Smith, Heath, Fitler, or Scott after
Thurston, Stothard, Corbett, or Corbould; some browning in places, and
offsetting from the frontispieces; contemporary mottled calf, smooth
spines gilt in compartments, bookseller’s ticket of C. Smith, Bath, to front
pastedown of vol. I; some wear to the joints, one minor scrape to the

upper cover of vol. II, but a handsome set; contemporary ink ownership
inscription of Marcus Somerville (presumably the 4th Baronet
Somerville, c.1772–1831, Irish MP).
£950
First edition. The German Theatre is normally a small octavo (see
previous item). This copy is printed on large paper and well preserved in
an attractive contemporary binding. A disbound copy of Babo’s
Dagobert, King of the Franks (1800; Morgan 173), printed on ordinary
paper (157 × 92 mm), is offered with the set, for comparative purposes.
Carré, p. 39; Speck 1454; Morgan C535.

‘OF EMPHATIC INTEREST’
09. GOETHE, Johann Wolfgang von. Faust: a Drama … and
Schiller’s Song of the Bell. Translated by Lord Francis Leveson
Gower. London: John Murray … 1823.
8vo (212 × 132 mm), pp. iv, [4], 304; some light marginal browning, and
the odd spot (more so towards the beginning); early black half morocco,
joints and edges rubbed; Althorp bookplate.
£250
First edition of this popular translation, the first to attempt a rendering in
rhymed verse, and for ten years the only ‘complete’ English
translation. The translator admits in the preface to ‘omissions of some
length’, where he thought his abilities as a translator (or his moral
decency) challenged.
It is true that Francis Leveson-Gower (1800–1857)—younger brother of
George Leveson-Gower, founder member of the Roxburghe Club—was
something of a young man in a hurry, and critics at the time, and since,
have condemned the translation. Nevertheless, ‘among those who have
translated Goethe’s Faust, Leveson-Gower is of emphatic interest. His
personal acquaintance with Goethe [they met in 1826, and
corresponded] and his pioneer position as the first European to attempt
a virtually complete translation of this great drama give him a place of
unique distinction in the long line of those who have Englished Faust’
(Adolf Ingram Frantz, Half a Hundred Thralls to Faust: a Study based on
the British and the American Translators of Goethe’s Faust 1823–1949,
p. 4).
Carré, p. 81; Frantz, p. 286; Hauhart, p. 137; Morgan 2719; Oswald,
p. 34.

FROM ONE FAUST TRANSLATOR TO ANOTHER

10. GOETHE, Johann Wolfgang von. Faust: a dramatic
Poem … translated into English Prose, with Remarks on former
Translations, and Notes, by the Translator of Savigny’s “Of the
Vocation of Our Age for Legislation and Jurisprudence.” London:
Edward Moxon … 1833.
8vo (224 × 137 mm), pp. lxxxvii, [3], 291, [1]; with the privately-printed
title-page (‘London:—MDCCCXXXIII.’) bound in after p. [iv] and
uncancelled leaves from that first printing (S1–8 and T2–3) bound in at
the end; some light spotting towards the beginning; occasional pencil
marginalia; uncut in later nineteenth-century roan by D. V. Brady (ticket
to rear pastedown), rubbed; later embossed bookplate.
£1500
First published edition of this ‘celebrated translation’ (Oswald), by
Abraham Hayward. A fascinating copy: with uncancelled leaves from
the initial private printing bound in at the end and inscribed to ‘John Hills
Esq: with the Translator’s most grateful acknowledgements for his aid.
A.H.’ on the front flyleaf. Hills later went on to publish his own
translation of Faust, in 1840.
From 1831 onwards, Hayward
(1801–1884), who was trained
in the law, had made a
number of visits to Göttingen,
then a great centre for legal
studies. ‘Hayward’s interest
in German literature and
Goethe’s Faust was, no
doubt, also stimulated by
these visits to Göttingen and
other German cities and by
his intercourse with German
scholars and friends of
Goethe. While the author of Faust was still living at this time, there is no
evidence that Hayward ever met him. But we know that Hayward had
become so interested in Faust that soon after his return to England he
made a prose translation of it for his own use and for private circulation’
(Frantz, p. 19).
‘When he submitted the first impression to the various German scholars
among his friends, he frequently received as many as three or four
different interpretations for the same passage, from as many different
persons … He ransacked all the various commentaries which had at

that time been published, and deserves much credit for the scholarly
methods he pursued’ (Hauhart, p. 105).
‘Hayward’s translation was highly acclaimed. Southey, Wordsworth,
Rogers, Hallam, Coleridge, and many others wrote letters in which they
congratulated him upon his splendid achievement, and some years after
its publication Carlyle stated that of the nineteen translations then
existing “Hayward’s was the best”’ (Frantz, p. 22).
Carré, p. 136; Frantz, pp. 283–4; Hauhart, p. 139; Martin, Privately
Printed Books, p. 446; Morgan 2723/4; Oswald, p. 35.

PRESENTATION MANUSCRIPT…

11. GOETHE, Johann Wolfgang von. Iphigenia in Tauris. A
Drama from the German … A new Translation … MDCCCL.
Manuscript on paper, 4to (222 × 180 mm), pp. [170]; executed in red and
black ink; contemporary red morocco gilt, now faded and rubbed. £1200
An attractive manuscript, dated
Sidmouth, 21 November 1850,
presented by the translator to Dr
William T. Radford. With the later
inscription, dated 1900/1901,
‘John E. Bennett from his loving
Mother in remembrance of the last
century at the beginning of the
new one. A. R. B.’, on the front
free endpaper.
Anne Ramsden Bennett (1817–
1906) was the eldest child of
David Gladstone, a Liverpool
merchant. This appears to be her
only translation from German.
She also spoke Italian, and
translated Farini’s Lo stato
romano in collaboration with her
cousin, the future Prime Minster
William Gladstone, in the 1850s.
‘Iphigenie is considered Goethe’s first purely classical work, but it is
perhaps better described as a masterpiece of synthesis between pagan
and Christian, classical and modern, Ancient Greek and German.

Goethe referred to the play himself as “ganz verteufelt human”
[“diabolically humane”]’ (Bareikis 133).

… THEN PRIVATELY PRINTED
12. GOETHE, Johann Wolfgang von. Iphigenia in Tauris from
the German … with original Poems … Privately printed.
[Colophon: Baines and Herbert, Printers, Liverpool.] 1851.
12mo (185 × 110 mm) in half-sheets, pp. [8], 200, [2]; leaves lightly
toned; original blind-stamped cloth, spine lettered gilt, headcap chipped,
spine and upper edge of the boards darkened.
£250
First edition of this translation, inscribed ‘For Mrs B. Hodge with Mrs
Bennett’s kind regards’ on the half-title.
‘The drama of “Iphigenia in Tauris” is generally considered as Goethe’s
masterpiece. It is styled, by his illustrious countryman, Schlegel, an
echo of Greek song … As a proof of the high estimation in which
“Iphigenia in Tauris” is held by the Germans, it may be mentioned that it
was performed at the Theatre of Weimar on Goethe’s eightieth birthday,

as the highest tribute that could be offered to the poet’s genius’ (Preface,
dated Sidmouth, 17 October 1850).
Goedeke IV/III, 266, VII, d; Morgan 2911; Oswald, p. 51; Speck 1574.

FAUST AS SATIRE

13. [GOETHE.] [BEETON, Samuel Orchart]. Faust and
’Phisto. [In:] Beeton’s Christmas Annual. Sixteenth Season.
London: Ward, Lock, and Tyler [1875].
4to (237 × 179 mm), pp. viii, 120, including advertisements; text printed
in double columns, with numerous wood- engraved illustrations in the
text; original illustrated wrappers, printed in red, blue, and black, bound
in; some light occasional spotting, one small drop of wax to front
wrapper; bound between two other issues of the Annual (‘The Mystery’,
1876, and ‘The Fijiad’, 1874) in near-contemporary red half roan,
pebbled cloth
sides, upper board
gilt with unidentified
monogram
(possibly German:
the crown above is
that of a Freiherr),
spine gilt in
compartments, a
little rubbed,
marbled endpapers
and edges,
bookplate of Robert
J. Hayhurst to front
pastedown. £200
First appearance in
print. ‘In “Faust
and ’Phisto”
Goethe’s famous
creation will be
adapted and
improved to an
extent which even
the powerful genius
of the great
German poet could
not have

anticipated, Faust himself being developed in a surprising manner, and
Mephistophiles being adapted to the requirements of modern society…’
(The Bookseller, 5 Nov. 1875).
This is one of a number of satirical swipes at the Prince of Wales by
Beeton (husband of the celebrated Mrs Beeton) and his fellow writers at
the Annual. ‘At the end of 1870 there was published a clever parody of
Tennyson's “Idylls of the King” called “The Coming K——,” which with
much insolence purported to draw the veil from the prince’s private life.
The assault was pursued next year by the same authors in “The Siliad,”
and the series was continued in “The Fijiad” [also bound in here], “Faust
and ’Phisto”, “Jon Duan”, and finally in a prophetically named brochure,
“Edward VII; a play on the past and present times with a view to the
future”. All current politics and society came under the satirists’ lash.
But the burden of the indictment, phrased in various keys of scurrility,
was that the prince’s conduct was unfitting him for succession to the
throne. The recrudescence of Queen Victoria’s popularity and the
manifest good-nature and public spirit of the prince soon dissipated for
the most part the satiric censure. Yet an undercurrent of resentment
against reputed indulgences of the prince’s private life never wholly
disappeared’ (original DNB).
Sadleir 3481. Not found in Carré or Oswald.

FINE COPY

14. GOETHE, Johann Wolfgang von. Faust from the German of
Goethe by Thos. E. Webb, LL.D., one of Her Majesty’s Counsel;
sometime Fellow of Trinity College; now Regius Professor of
Laws, and Public Orator in the University of Dublin. Dublin:
Hodges, Figgis, & Co. … London: Longmans, Green, & Co. …
1880.
8vo (226 × 141 mm), pp. xxxvi, 373, [3]; with a 24-page Longmans
catalogue (dated April 1880) at the end; half-title foxed; uncut and
unopened in the original publisher’s cloth, bright and fresh, in (original?)
plain dust-jacket, a little chipped and dust-soiled.
£300
First edition of a verse translation, the publisher’s cloth on this copy in
fine original condition. A Cornishman by birth, with an Irish mother,
Thomas Ebenezer Webb (1827–1903) won a scholarship to Trinity
College, Dublin, where he was subsequently elected first Professor of
Moral Philosophy, then Law. He was ‘a man of broad culture. “It was in
society that he attained his real success. He had his wide and varied

reading so perfectly in hand that epigram and illustration made
his talk sparkle” … Judged also from the purely literary side,
Webb’s career was of no mean importance. In his time he was
considered to be an authority on Scott’s novels, the letters of
Junius, the Elizabethan poets, and the life of Napoleon, and like
his fellow translator, Sir Theodore Martin, he also took a keen
interest in Shakespeare … If, on the one hand, Webb
interested himself in the literary genius of his own country, he
was broad enough in his sympathies to include among his
studies the works of the German literary mastermind, Goethe,
who himself throughout his life was an apt student of
Shakespeare. Webb’s enthusiasm for the German poet was by
no means a short and passing one, for in 1880 he published his
translation of Faust, and as a charter member and vicepresident of the English Goethe Society, founded in 1886, he
manifested a lively interest in Goethe research until his own
death in 1903.
‘In the Preface to the first edition, the translator remarks that
“the desire of the English people to naturalize the great German
poet is unabated after forty efforts … and it will never be
satisfied till under some happy conjunction of the planets, an
English translator appears who has converted the German
masterpiece into an English poem”’ (Frantz, pp. 50–1). While a
somewhat free translation, Webb’s is ‘more faithful and poetical
than the versions of many of his contemporary rivals’ (Oxford
DNB).
Frantz, p. 298; Morgan 2829; Oswald, p. 41.

15. [GOETHE.] WILLMORE, Charles. Queenwood College
Mutual Improvement Society. Spring Term, 1886. “Faust,” …
Friday Evening, 16th April … [1886].
8vo (254 × 160 mm), pp. 136; printed on laid paper; title lightly foxed;
uncut in contemporary half cloth, corners worn, spine marked.
£100
Rare printed lecture notes on Goethe’s Faust, given at a provincial
Victorian school. The translations included come from a variety of
sources: ‘there are about forty English Translations of the First Part of
Faust; of the Second Part the Translations are fewer, but still numerous.
As for the literature generally of the Faustsage, it would make a library’
(p. 5).

Queenwood College was an experimental school, near Stockbridge in
Hampshire, founded in 1847 by followers of Robert Owen under the
direction of the Quaker educationalist, George Edmondson. ‘His genius
lay more in organization than teaching, and under his headmastership
the school became very well-equipped. He had a carpenter’s and a
blacksmith’s shop as well as a printing-office, in which a monthly
periodical was issued, edited, and at one time set up by the boys’
(Oxford DNB). It could well be that the present work was printed at the
school.
Charles Willmore took over the running of the school after death of
Edmondson in 1863. The College finally closed in 1896; Willmore
stayed on, only to perish in the fire which swept the school buildings in
1902.
Library Hub locates the British Library copy only.

APPARENTLY UNPUBLISHED

16. HODSON, Joseph Charles, and Mrs KELSO. Original
scripts for two early Edwardian plays: The Village Vagabond
and The Workman’s Wife. [Apparently Sheffield,] 1901. [With:]
HODSON, J. C. Original script for Monte Carlo. [Apparently
Derbyshire,] 1908.
Manuscripts on paper, Village Vagabond/Workman’s Wife: small 4to
(203 × 166 mm), pp. [70], [66], [6]; with 8 pages of further manuscript
loosely inserted at the end; some browning and finger-soiling, waterstain
to initial few leaves; crudely stitched in contemporary cloth wrappers
(soiled, worn, a few short tears, some gatherings and leaves detached
and reinforced in places with tape), with ink ownership inscription of
author to front free endpaper recto
(‘The Village Vagabond Written by
Mr J. C. Hodson + his Daughter Mrs
Kelso. This Book being the Property
of J. C. Hodson 1901. Please keep
clean + return when done with’), his
ownership signature scattered
throughout, as well as an inscription
on the final page (‘…return when
done with at the Theatre High Green
Mortomley Sheffield October 9th
1901’). Monte Carlo: small 4to (199
× 159 mm), ff. [57] written first on
rectos only, the book then turned
over and written on versos; some
browning, dust- and finger-soiling,
and water staining; original boards,
spine long perished, sections of
boards worn away, sometime
repaired with strips of brown paper,
cutting from a contemporary playbill
pasted to front cover, early ink
ownership inscription of the
playwright to final page (‘This Book
is the Property of J. C. Hodson
Written + arranged by him From The
Gamblers Fate Monte Carlo October
12. 1908 Finished at Pilsley near
Chesterfield’).
£200

Autograph manuscript scripts belonging to the playwright Joseph
Charles Hodson of High Green, Mortomley, Sheffield, for The Village
Vagabond and The Workman’s Wife. Both are apparently unpublished.
We have traced little of Hodson save that he was responsible for a
pantomime version of Robinson Crusoe, also in Sheffield, in 1900 (The
Stage).
The Village Vagabond appears to be a play about a Dorset family by the
name of Glyndon with the son, Harry, in the lead role, supported by
various other characters including ‘Lazerous a Jew’. It is dated 3
October 1901 at the end, with a list of the players. The Workman’s Wife
(dated 9 October 1901, with another list of players, e.g. ‘Mr Gordon … no
good, a nice fellow but acting off’). Monte Carlo, ‘written from The
Gamblers Fate’, is dated at the beginning Tibshelf, Derbyshire, 16
September 1908. The plot focuses on the dangers of gambling,
beginning auspiciously with the arrival of a young man in Monte Carlo,
but ending tragically with a double suicide.
Hodson had presumably had trouble in the past with people taking his
scripts and folding back the covers when reading them. The inside front
cover of the first volume here bears the handwritten instruction: ‘Please
not to Double this Book up. Keep it strieght open. Double them up
spoiles them.’

17. IFFLAND, August Wilhelm. The Foresters, a Picture of rural
Manners, a Play, in five Acts … Translated from the German by
Bell Plumptre, Translator of [Spieß’s] The Mountain
Cottager. London: Printed for Vernor and Hood … 1799.
8vo (202 × 124 mm), pp. [4], 119, [1]; some light offsetting; disbound.
£200
First edition in English of Die Jäger (1785). A number of plays by the
outstanding character actor A. W. Iffland (1759–1814; he created the
part of Franz Moor in Schiller’s Die Räuber, and later played the hero in
Goethe’s Egmont) were translated into English 1799–1800. But while
they had proved popular in Germany, ‘competent examples of
craftsmanship, intended for the theatres in which he acted and directed
… [and] among the best examples of the sentimental moralizing play
(Rührstücke), which was the popular theatrical fare of the middle
classes’ (Oxford Companion to German Literature), none was ‘found
worthy of the stage’ in England, as Stockley puts it.

The translator here is Annabella Plumptre (1769–1838), who with her
elder sister Anne did much to present German literature to an English
audience. ‘Anne’s translations of Kotzebue, the German playwright then
in fashion in London, and Bell’s of W. A. Iffland’s The Foresters, both
published in 1799, belong to the aesthetics of sensibility associated with
the Gothic vogue that exploited the extremes of feeling, especially fear
and the frisson of illicit sensuality. Sheridan borrowed Anne’s accurate
translation before publication in order to produce his own very
successful version of Kotzebue’s Pizarro, or, The Spaniards in Peru: a
Tragedy’ (Oxford DNB).
Morgan 4707; for German editions, see Borst 501 and Goedeke V,
266, 7.

18. IFFLAND, August Wilhelm. The Nephews: a Play, in five
Acts. Freely translated from the German … by Hannibal Evans
Lloyd, Esq. London: Printed by W. and C. Spilsbury … and sold
by G. G. and J. Robinson … Cadell and Davies … J. Debrett …
and J. Bell … 1799.
8vo (202 × 123 mm) in half-sheets, pp. [4], 104; complete with the halftitle; some light browning; disbound.
£200
First edition in English of Die Mündel (1785). The translator, Lloyd
(1771–1847), was a friend of Klopstock, and lived in Hamburg, 1800–13;

he ‘had an extensive acquaintance with Continental languages, and is
said to have dictated in three at once’ (Stockley, p. 183n).
Morgan 4704; for German editions, see Goedeke V, 266, 6.

A LUCRATIVE US TOUR

19. [KEAN, Ellen, née Tree.] Theatre. The
Public is respectfully informed that Miss. E. Tree
is engaged for a few Nights, and will make her
1st appearance this evening … On Tuesday
Evening, June 20, will be performed, the
Tragedy of Ion. Written by Sergeant Talfourd,
and as performed in London with great
applause … [New York:] J. C. House, Printer,
88 Barclay-street [1837].
Playbill (390 × 141 mm), horizontal crease where
previously folded; in very condition.
£150 + VAT
Ellen Tree (1805–1880; Kean as she subsequently
became, on her marriage to the actor Charles Kean
in 1842) had performed a variety of leading roles at
Drury Lane in the late 1820s, followed by successes
at Covent Garden and elsewhere. She ‘then went to
America, and opened on 12 December 1836 at the
Park Theatre, New York, as Rosalind, which she
followed by Viola, Beatrice, and other established
roles. She acted nightly at the Park and toured
major cities, from Boston to New Orleans, drawing
crowded houses and enthusiastic reviews. She
returned to England in 1839 with £12,000 profit’
(Oxford DNB).
Tree had taken the title role of Thomas Talfourd’s Ion
as a breeches part in London in October 1836 which,
Oxford DNB notes, ‘despite some controversy, was a
success.’ The other pieces, both farces, are by
James Robinson Planché and John Maddison
Morton (of Box and Cox fame).

20. KOTZEBUE, August von.
The Natural Son; a Play, in
five Acts … being the Original
of Lovers’ Vows, now
performing, with universal
Applause, at the Theatre
Royal, Covent Garden.
Translated from the German
by Anne Plumptre … who has
prefixed a Preface, explaining
the Alterations in the
Representation; and has also
annexed a Life of Kotzebue.
London: Printed for R. Phillips:
sold by H. D. Symonds …
Carpenter and Co. … and by
all other Booksellers. 1798.
8vo (202 × 122 mm) in halfsheets, pp. [4], vii, [1], 83, [1];
complete with the half-title; some
light marginal browning, a few
marks to the first and final pages;
later full sprinkled calf by Root &
Son, all edges gilt, lightly rubbed.
£450
First edition of this translation, a rival to Mrs Inchbald’s version of the
play (Lovers’ Vows, also 1798, perhaps most famous as the play in
Mansfield Park). ‘The flattering Reception which the Natural Son, under
the altered Title of Lovers’ Vows, has experienced from an English
Audience, in an abridged and mutilated State, affords Reason to believe
that a complete Translation of so admirable a Drama will entitle itself to a
still higher Degree of Public Approbation. The Natural Son, since its first
Appearance in Germany, has uniformly ranked among the most
favourite Productions of the Pen of its illustrious Author; its Celebrity has
long attracted the Notice of the Translator, and a Perusal of it satisfied
her, that it was one of those brilliant Dramatic Meteors, whose Lustre
ought to be extended from the German to the English Horizon’
(Translator’s Preface).
Morgan 5218 (a starred item).

21. KOTZEBUE, August von. The East Indian; a Comedy.
Translated from the German … by A. Thomson … London:
Printed for T. N. Longman and O. Rees … 1799.
8vo (209 × 126 mm) in half-sheets, pp. 94, plus final blank; some light
offsetting; disbound.
£100
First separate edition in English of Die Indianer in England. It had first
appeared, as ‘The Indians in England’, in the translator, Alexander
Thomson’s German Miscellany (Perth, 1796), the book which introduced
Kotzebue’s name to Britain (Stockley, p. 181).
Morgan 5275.
SHERIDAN’S PIZARRO

22. KOTZEBUE, August von. Pizarro; a Tragedy, in five Acts; as
performed at the Theatre Royal in Drury-Lane: taken from the
German Drama of Kotzebue; and adapted to the English Stage by
Richard Brinsley Sheridan. London: Printed for James Ridgway …
1799.
8vo (209 × 130 mm) in half-sheets, pp. [8], 76, [4]; some light foxing
towards the beginning and the end, and a little offsetting elsewhere;
disbound; early ink ownership inscription of Peter Speirs.
£200
First edition of this bestselling English version of Die Spanier in Peru.
There were two issues, on ordinary paper (sold at 2s 6d), and a
‘Superior Edition, on fine wove Paper, hot-pressed’, for 5s. The paper
here is wove. ‘Evidence of differing press figures and broken “p” in “hotpressed” in last line on titlepage [as here] suggests copies made up from
mixed sheets’ (ESTC). With the reading ‘No!---thought and memory are
my Hell’ (as opposed to ‘no living!---thought and memory …’) on p. 64.
There were no less than seven English translations of this play;
Sheridan’s was the most popular, and went through at least twenty
editions within a year, in London, Dublin, Cork, Belfast, New York,
Charlestown, and Philadelphia. ‘On the stage it drew crowded houses
for sixty-seven nights at Drury Lane in the first season, afterwards at
other London theatres as well, and soon in the provinces’ (Stockley, p.
181). Williams notes the play ‘was such a success that it brought the
theatre in “at least £15,000 during its first season.”’
Morgan 5305; Sabin 80340 (erroneously calling for two plates); Williams,
p. 234.

QUEEN OF THE AMAZONS

23. [MARIA ANTONIA, Electress of Saxony]. Talestris Königin
der Amazonen. Ein Singspiel von E[rmelinda]. T[alea].
P[astorella]. A[rcadia]. Dreßden, gedruckt in der Königl.
Hofbuchdruckerey. 1763.
4to (221 × 178 mm), pp. [6], 72, [2]; each pagination sequence printed
twice, with the Italian and German text on facing pages (the Italian titlepage reads Talestri regina delle amazzoni. Opera drammatica …);
woodcut head- and tailpieces; some browning and offsetting;
contemporary green silk, all edges gilt, front hinge cracking, rather
marked and waterstained, spine a little worn; modern bookplate of
Eduard Erdmann and ms, ink annotation to front pastedown.
£600

First edition in German, with the original Italian on facing pages, privately
printed (presumably in limited numbers), perhaps, to judge from the
binding, for distribution as gifts.
Daughter of Holy Roman Emperor Charles VII (as he later became),
Maria Antonia (1724–1780) was a composer, singer, and patron of the
arts. She had married Frederick Christian of Saxony in 1747, the same
year she became a member of the Accademia dell’Arcardia in Rome,
from which she gained her pseudonym, ‘Ermelinda Talea Pastorella
Arcadia’, as used on the title-page here. During the Seven Years’ War,
Maria Antonia removed to Munich, where the libretto to her opera
Talestri, for which she wrote both the words and the music, was first
printed, in 1760. Some sources suggest that the work was first
performed the same year, at the Nyphenburg Palace, but more recently
it has been argued that the first performance was not until 1763 when
Frederick Christian became Elector and he and Maria Antonia returned
to Dresden, the occasion marked by a private performance of Talestri for
(and by) members of the Court, in a specially constructed theatre in the
Electoral riding hall. A contemporary manuscript note, loosely inserted
into the present copy, records that Maria Antonia herself (‘Churfürstin’)
sang the role of Talestri, Princess Maria Kunigunde of Saxony (1740–
1826) played Antiope, Countess Mniszech was Oronte, Princess
Elisabeth was Tomiri, and Kammerjunker von Rechenberg was Learco.
As one might expect from an opera featuring Amazons, the main roles
are all sung by women, and the action shows the abilities of a woman to
rule. Life was to imitate art: Frederick Christian died of smallpox less
than three months later, and Maria Antonia took over as regent until their
son, Frederick Augustus, could assume the throne in 1768.
The music for the opera was not published until 1765.
Sartori 22782. WorldCat locates 2 copies outside Europe, at Harvard
and Wisconsin.

MARKED UP, UNPUBLISHED, WITH ADDITIONAL MATERIAL

24. MERLET, Jean-François-Louis. Collection of materials
relating to the premiere of Sous un autre ciel, Toulouse, 1914.
Large 4to (274 × 232 mm), ff. 131, plus some blank leaves at the end;
some browning due to paper stock; contemporary quarter roan, marbled
paper sides and endpapers, spine lettered gilt; joints a trifle rubbed, but
sound.
£1500

The playwright’s own collection
of documents relating to the
premiere of his play, Sous un
autre ciel, performed in the
Théâtre des Variétés in
Toulouse on 24 April 1918.
According to Merlet’s (1848–
1942) own notes here, the play
was originally written between
1907 and 1909, but that first
manuscript has now been
destroyed (f. 2). This is the
prompter’s copy, ‘avec une
partie seulement des coupures,
faits à la representation, d’après
mes avis’ (signed June 1914).
Merlet’s heavily marked-up
typescript occupies pp. 2–110.
This is followed by two
autograph letters, signed, to
Merlet from, M. Saint-Léon, who
played Jean Lecaptard, and the director, Édouard Azéma, who also took
the part of Gilbert Hardy-Aubiet; a copy of the original programme; nine
photographs or postcards of the cast and set; fourteen pages of press
cuttings relating to the play, most from
Toulouse and the surrounding area;
and two folded posters (c.600 × 365
mm, printed on red paper, and c.1000 ×
760 mm, printed on blue paper, slightly
cropped) advertising the production.
The play, which apparently remains
unpublished, is set in Paris and Algiers.
Grasping industrialist Jean Lecaptard
ruins his rivals, among them the Aubiet
family who relocate to Algeria, close to
the Moroccan border, to rebuild their
lives and their fortune. After much
drama, and colonial colour, Lecaptard
finally sees the error of his ways and,
on his deathbed, envisages happiness
‘under another sky’.

25. MOLNÁR, Ferenc. Égi és földi
szerelem … Rippl-Rónai József öt
könyomatu képmellékletével.
Budapest a Pantheon … 1922.
4to (267 × 189 mm), pp. [8], 11–159, [1];
with 5 chromolithographed plates; halftitle printed in red, title printed in red and
black; contemporary brown morocco, a
little rubbed, spine and front cover
lettered gilt, patterned silk endpapers.
£400
First edition of Molnár’s Heavenly and
Earthly Love, a dramatic study by the
great Hungarian playwright of the love of
a mother and daughter for the same
young man; the title is taken from
Titian’s Amor Sacro e Amor Profano.
An English translation, by the American
poet Edna St Vincent Millay, appeared
in New York in 1929.
One of 500 numbered copies (this being
no. 163), signed by both the author and
the illustrator, József Rippl-Rónai
(1861–1927).
WorldCat locates 2 copies outside
Europe, at Chicago and Indiana.

A PROVINCIAL THEATRE CONDEMNS SLAVERY

26. MORTON, Thomas. Last Week
but one. Fourth Fashionable Night.
Theatre, Bolton … On Friday, October
30th, 1829, will be performed the
Musical Play of The Slave! or, the
Blessings of Freedom! Written by
Thomas Morton Esq.—The Music by H.
Bishop … J. Gardner, Printer, Bolton
[1829].
Playbill (370 × 164 mm), a little chipped
around the edges, some dust-soiling,
creased where previously folded, with a
couple of short closed tears, old paper
repair to verso.
£100 + VAT
Unusually for a playbill, there are
comments here on both Morton’s play,
which dates from 1816, and on slavery
itself, in particular the liberated Africans, or
‘recaptives’, of Sierra Leone: ‘The situation
of the piece lies in Surinam, a Dutch
settlement. The most striking and
deformed part of Africa is the traffic that is
carried on in the persons of Men. The
British settlements of Sierra Leone and
Bulama [Bolama in present-day GuineaBissau] … are directly opposite to the
Slave Coast. The objects of these
Colonizations are to raise there, by the
hand of Freemen, the productions of the
West Indies, to cultivate useful knowledge
amongst the Natives, and to establish a
commerce which may be beneficial to
Europe and Africa, a commerce unpolluted
with blood. May the hands of their
opponents be chained up for ever from the
continuation of their abominable practice!
The comic part of this Play sets gravity at
defiance, the Author has never been more deservedly successful than
by the elegant and energetic language of Gambia [the slave of the title],
in proving that Negroes have capacities like other men …’

A BENEFIT IN CHARLESTON

27. NEW THEATRE Queen-Street,
formerly the Circus. Mr. Hart’s Benefit. On
which occasion he will have the pleasure of
presenting the Greatest Novelty and
Greatest Attraction!! Ever offered to the
Charleston Audience. First night of the
splendid Historical Hibernian drama of
Brian Boroihme or, The Maid of Erin. First
night of the farce of A new way to get a
Wife! In which Mr. Hart will personate Five
Characters!!! In the course of the evening
Six Comic Songs!! To conclude with a
Grand Display of Fire Works!!!
[Presumably Charleston, n. p., 1838?]
Playbill (385 × 145 mm), some browning,
creased where previously folded, two tears
along the folds, but sound.
£150 + VAT
W. R. Hart, a ‘favourite comedian’ who went on
to become the manager of the Apalachicola
Theatre in Florida in 1840, ‘came originally
from New York state. Like so many others, he
was attracted to the South and came finally to
Charleston. He was an actor in the company
at the Old Charleston Theatre from 1831 to
1833, under Vincent DeCamp’s management;
and, with W. Hardy as partner, had charge of
the Queen Street Theatre from 1833 to the
spring of 1836’ (William G. Dodd, ‘Theatrical
entertainment in early Florida’, Florida
Historical Quarterly, vol. 25, no. 1, Oct. 1946,
p. 153).
22 June was a Friday in 1838. According to
W. Stanley Hoole’s exhaustive The AnteBellum Charleston Theatre, James Sheridan
Knowles’ Brian Boroihme was only ever staged
once, at the Queen Street Theatre, on 25
October 1834; the Theatre only ran for a few
more years, closing in 1837, the same year the
New Theatre opened.

28. “ON AND OFF.” Thirty-five Actresses interviewed by “The
Call Boy.” With five Illustrations by William Parkinson, and thirtyfive Portraits. [London:] Gilbert Dalziell, “Judy” Office, 99 Shoe
Lane, Fleet Street … [1894].
Square 8vo (232 × 179 mm), pp. [14], 17–87, [7]; apparently complete,
the first and final leaves, with printed advertisements, are pasted to the
inside of the card covers; numerous full-page illustrations; original
illustrated wrappers, printed in red and blue, a little finger-soiled and
creased, rebacked.
£95
Scarce first edition, published as a supplement to Judy’s Annual for
1894: a series of somewhat arch ‘interviews’ with a variety of female
performers, from the theatre, musical comedy, burlesques, and the
music hall.
Library Hub locates 2 copies only, at Bristol and Senate House.
WorldCat adds Harvard and the State Library of New South Wales.

29. THE PRINCE’S THEATRE. King Street, St. James’s.
German Operas by Special Licence of the Lord Chamberlain …
This Evening, Wednesday, June 10th, 1840, will be represented
Weber’s Grand Romantic Opera of Euryanthe … [London:] W. S.
Johnson, “Nassau Steam Press.” [1840.]
Playbill (345 × 215 mm); two small holes, a little creased and a few short
tears, cropped at head.
£50 + VAT
‘Herr Schumann has the honor of announcing, that in addition to one of
the most powerful Companies in all Germany, the Operas will be
supported by Made Fischer Schwarzböck (Prima Donna, from the Grand
Ducal Theatre at Carlsruhe.), Herr Schmezer (First Tenor from the Ducal
Theatre at Brunswick.), Herr Poeck (First Bass from the Ducal Theatre

at Brunswick.), Herr Eike (From the Ducal Theatre, Wisbaden.) and Herr
Krieg (First Bass at the Court Theatre of the Elector of Hessen-Cassel.)’.
St James’s Theatre had opened in December 1835, changing its name
to The Prince’s in honour of Prince Albert in 1840.

‘A HIGH PLACE AMONG TRANSLATIONS’
WITH THE ORIGINAL WRAPPERS BOUND IN

30. SCHILLER, Friedrich von. The Piccolomoni [sic], or the first
Part of Wallenstein [all published]. A Drama in five Acts.
Translated from the German … by S. T. Coleridge. New-York:
Published by David Longworth, at the Dramatic Repository,
Shakspeare-Gallery. 1805.
Small 8vo (156 × 100 mm) in half-sheets, pp.
173, [1]; with an additional title-page
(Wallenstein. A Drama in two Parts …);
complete with the initial blank; waterstain to the
lower corner of a couple of leaves; nineteenthcentury marbled boards, preserving the original
printed wrappers (detailing plays and prices).
£500
Scarce first American edition. The advertisement on the rear wrapper here states that the
second part is ‘in the press’, but the American
Antiquarian Society catalogue confirms that ‘no
copy of the second part is located or cited’.
Coleridge’s translation (Wallenstein, London,
1800, which preceded the German original into
print) was taken from a manuscript prepared by
Schiller and sent to Bell, who sold it to
Longman, who then commissioned Coleridge,
and differs in various respects from the printed
German play. Critics—even Morgan—have
praised Coleridge’s version: ‘the high level of the
style compensates for many defects; the play as
thus presented to the English reader does not
offend literary taste, and gives, if an incomplete
and blurred, not a degraded idea of the original.
And claiming this for it, is to claim for it a high
place among translations’ (Stokoe, pp. 121–2).

Coleridge’s own copy of his printed translation was sold at Christie’s in
December 2018, fetching £24,000 hammer against an estimate of
£7000–10,000.
Morgan 8176 (a starred item); Shaw & Shoemaker 9321. For the first
edition, see Borst 876 etc.

TRANSLATED BY THE COMPOSER ROBERT LUCAS PEARSALL

31. SCHILLER, Friedrich. William Tell; a Play, translated from
the German … With illustrative Notes … London: Edward Bull …
1829.
8vo (222 × 139 mm), pp. viii, 212, [2] publisher’s advertisements; title
vignette; uncut in the original publisher’s boards, cloth spine, rather worn
and cracked, printed paper spine label (also worn); bookplate of the Rev.
Philip Hedgeland (1825–1911; successively secretary, librarian, and
president of the Penzance Library), label of J. O. Edwards.
£450
Scarce first edition of this early
translation. ‘There is no name on
the title-page, but an emblematic
drawing of a castle, with a rising sun,
bow and arrow, and a shield in the
foreground. The initials R L P are on
the shield.
‘In his preface, Pearsall says that his
sole motive in publishing these
pages was a wish to make the
English reader acquainted with one
of the best of Schiller’s productions,
and one which, strange to say, had
not, as far as he knew, yet appeared
in the English language. The
copious notes reveal a thorough
study of the work’ (Edgar Hunt,
Robert Lucas Pearsall, p. 77).
Morgan 8205. Morgan does not list
any earlier translations (aside from
some extracts in Mme de Staël’s
Germany, 1813, and Carlyle’s Life of
Schiller, 1825), but there was one,
by the Persian scholar Samuel

Robinson, in 1825, as well as another translation in 1829, by Robert
Talbot (privately printed in ‘a few copies only’), who went on to translate
Goethe’s Faust, in 1835. Of the present edition, Library Hub locates
copies at the BL, Oxford, and St Andrews only.

32. SCHILLER, Friedrich. William Tell; an historical Play, from
the German … with Notes and Illustrations. By William Peter Esq.
M. A. Ch. Ch. Oxford … Heidelberg. Printed for C. F. Winter.
London: Black & Armstrong. 1839.
Small 8vo (182 × 112 mm), pp. viii, 200; the odd insignificant mark;
original publisher’s boards, printed paper spine label; a little shaken,
some wear to joints, short tear along upper joint at foot.
£350
First edition of this translation (later reprinted in Philadelphia), with a
fulsome two-page dedication to Thomas Coke of Holkham, 1st Earl of
Leicester: ‘in thankful, though humble, testimony of his long services in
the cause of freedom and humanity, this drama, recording the struggles
of an innocent and oppressed people in defence of their dearest rights,
is, with sincere affection and respect, inscribed …’ The translator, the

poet William Peter (1788–1853), was a Cornishman born and bred, and
sat as MP for Bodmin for a couple of years, after which, he ‘retired to the
continent to read, and to enjoy the company of, and to translate, German
authors’ (Oxford DNB). He was later appointed British consul in
Pennsylvania and New Jersey, where he married his second wife, Sarah
King (1800–1877), ‘one of the most distinguished women in American
society.’
Morgan 8227.

33. SCHILLER, Friedrich von. Uilleam Tell … [English titlepage: Schiller’s William Tell. Translated from the German into
Gaelic. By K[atherine]. W[hyte]. G[rant].] Inverness: “Northern
Chronicle” Office. Oban: Hugh Macdonald … 1893.
Small 8vo (163 × 93 mm) in half-sheets, pp. viii, 123, [1]; neat ink ms.
vocabulary notes in the margins of the first thirteen pages and a German
translation of the dedication written beneath in possibly the same hand;
original publisher’s silk cloth (‘Paper Covers, 1/; Cloth Boards, 1/6’),
upper cover lettered gilt.
£80

First edition, one of very few Scottish Gaelic translations from German
literature. The translator, Katherine Whyte Grant (1845–1928), was from
Oban. She writes: ‘Nearly five years ago I began to attempt the
translation of Schiller’s “William Tell.” For one thing, I wanted to learn to
think in Gaelic, and thus be able to speak Gaelic fluently; for another, I
longed to give my Highland countrymen a delightful taste of the good
things stored up in the literature of other nations, of people whom we
consider alien and foreign, yet with feelings and sympathies closely akin
to our own … It took the spare moments of three years to complete the
translation …’ (p. viii).

EXTRA-ILLUSTRATED

34. SHAKESPEARE, William.
Romeo and Juliet. A Tragedy …
Accurately printed from the Text of
Mr. Steevens’s last Edition.
[London, T. Bensley for Wynne &
Scholey and J. Wallis, 1804.]
[Offered with:]
—————. Hamlet. A Tragedy …
Accurately printed from the Text of
Mr. Steevens’s last Edition.
[London, T. Bensley for Wynne &
Scholey and J. Wallis, 1804.]
2 vols, 8vo (231 × 140 mm), Romeo
and Juliet: pp. [4], iv, 123, [1]; paper
watermarked ‘1802’; extra-illustrated
with 14 engravings/etchings, variously
by Grignion (3), Ridley (4), Hopwood,
Platt, Blake (after Fuseli), Walker,
Reading, Loutherbourg, and Sherwin;
Hamlet: pp. [4], iv, 152; extra-illustrated
with 24 engravings/etchings, variously
by Joseph Smith (after Fuseli), Van der
Gucht, Marray (after Cruikshank),
Walker (2), Heath, Gardiner (5), Cook,
Du Guernier, Ridley, Hawkins,
Bartolozzi, Grignion (2), Schiavonetti,
Hall, one after Stoddart, and three
unsigned; some offsetting and light

spotting; early nineteenth-century diced russia decorated in gilt and
blind, rebacked, corners worn; engraved armorial bookplate of Frederick
Arthur Hawker (pasted over an earlier plate, ‘George …’).
£600
Extracted from volumes VII and VIII of the Wynne & Scholey/Wallis
edition, 10 vols, 1803–5 (Jaggard, p. 509), seemingly a copy on large
paper. ‘The regular paper issue measures approximately 21 cm’ (Folger
catalogue). George Steevens’ edition was much reprinted. Steevens
(1736–1800) himself was ‘notorious for having “illustrated a copy of his
own edition of Shakespeare, published in 1793, with 1,500 portraits of all
the persons mentioned in the notes and text of which he could make
drawings, or procure engravings”’ (Lucy Peltz, Facing the Text: extraillustration, print culture, and society in Britain 1769–1840, Huntington
Library, 2017, p. 213). This copy is now at the John Rylands Library.

35. [SHAKESPEARE.] A dozen original humorous drawings,
captioned with quotations from Shakespeare. England, nineteenth
century.
12 drawings in pen and ink, sometime affixed to mountboard (now
browned); some browning to the drawings, and the board worn in
places.
Together £350 + VAT
The plays are: All’s well that ends well (‘He that needs go, that the Devil
drives’), Coriolanus (‘Death, that dark spirit, in ’s nervy arm doth lie’),
Hamlet (‘We do sugar o’er the Devil himself’, ‘A king of shreds and
patches’), Julius Caesar (‘Cry havoc, and let slip the dogs of war’, ‘He

doth bestride the narrow
world’), King John (‘I am a
scribbled form, drawn with a
pen upon a parchment’),
Macbeth (‘His heavy hand
hath bow’d you to the
grave’), Much ado about
nothing (‘Time goes on
crutches’), The Merchant of
Venice (‘Lovers ever run
before the clock’), Romeo
and Juliet (‘O flesh, flesh,
how art thou fishified!’), and
Timon of Athens (‘Eyes
have seen the foot above
the head’).

LEARNING ENGLISH THROUGH SHAKESPEARE

36. [SHAKESPEARE.] VALETT, Johann Jakob Meno.
Englisches Lesebuch nebst einer Sprachlehre für Anfänger …
Bayreuth, bey Joh. And. Lübecks Erben 1791.
8vo (170 × 101 mm),
pp. [8], 48, 220, [2];
contemporary pastepaper boards, printed
paper spine label, ms.
shelf label at foot, later
stamp (Bibliothek
Rathenau) to front free
endpaper.
£800
First edition of an early
chrestomathy, aimed at
adult learners for selfstudy. ‘The book is
divided into two parts –
prose and poetry.
While the latter is
inherently literary [there
is much from Milton
and Shakespeare], the
former includes
dialogues along with

letters and narratives. Unlike the contrived dialogues in other textbooks,
however, many of the dialogues in Valett are taken from Shakespeare,
which makes them authentic by modern definitions. Valett explicitly
states in the preface that all dialogues were selected based on moral
value and stylistic refinement. Schroder sees Valett as a precursor to
the more literary approaches gaining momentum in the 19th century’
(Leo Will, Authenticity in English Language Teaching: an analysis of
academic discourse, 2017, p. 234).
Alston II, 439. ESTC locates 2 copies only, at the British Library and UC
Santa Barbara.

REGENCY-ERA COVENT GARDEN

37. [SHAKESPEARE.] A nice assemblage of three Regencyera playbills advertising Shakespeare performances at Covent
Garden. London, 1811–19.
Together: £250 + VAT

Three Regency-era playbills advertising performances of Shakespeare
at Covent Garden headlined by a host of important actors of the day,
including: Charles and J. P. Kemble; Sarah Siddons; Elizabeth O’Neill;
Joseph Grimaldi; and William Macready. Also included here is a playbill
(item a, below) advertising the actress Sarah Siddons’s final season on
the stage, and Macready in the role of Coriolanus (item c), which earned
high praise in the press: ‘It is another unquestionable addition to his
repute … Let Mr. Macready take what character he pleases now, we
venture to say’ (Theatrical Examiner, Dec. 1819).
a) [MERRY WIVES OF WINDSOR.] Theatre Royal, Covent-Garden,
this present Friday, Sept. 27, 1811, will be acted Shakspeare’s Comedy
of The Merry Wives of Windsor … Mrs Ford by Mrs C. Kemble … to
which will be added the last new Pantomime of Harlequin & Asmodeus
Or, Cupid on Crutches … The Old Duenna (afterwards Clown) Mr.
Grimaldi … Printed by E. Macleish … Tomorrow, the Tragedy of
Isabella; or, The Fatal Marriage. Biron by Mr. Kemble, Carlos, Mr. C.
Kemble, Villeroy, Mr. Egerton, Isabella by Mrs. Siddons. (Being the last
Season of Mrs. Siddons’s appearing on the Stage.) … On Monday …
King Henry the Fourth–Part I. Prince of Wales, Mr. C. Kemble, Hotspur,
Mr. Kemble … [London, 1811].
Playbill (255 × 186 mm), printed on tinted paper, sometime laid down
onto thick cream paper.
b) [ROMEO AND JULIET.] Theatre Royal, Covent-Garden this present
Monday, October 10, 1814, will be acted Shakspeare’s Tragedy of
Romeo and Juliet … Juliet by Miss O’Neill … to which will be added, for
the 6th tim, a new Melo-Drama, in three Acts, (founded on an historical
Fact) called The Forest of Bondy; Or, The Dog of Montargis …
E. Macleish, Printer … The Publick are respectfully informed that Miss
O’Neill’s second Performance of Juliet was greeted with the most
rapturous and unprecedented Applause from an overflowing Audience,
and that she will repeat that Character tonight, and on Monday next …
[London, 1814].
Playbill (296 × 149 mm), printed on tinted paper, creased where
previously folded, very lightly browned, cut a little close.
c) [CORIOLANUS.] Theatre Royal, Covent-Garden this present
Monday, Nov. 29, 1819, will be revived (in all its splendour of Scenery &
Decorations) Shakspeare’s Tragedy of Coriolanus; Or, The Roman
Matron … Caius Marcius Coriolanus by Mr. Macready … to which will be
added the melo-dramatick Romance of Aladdin; or, The Wonderful Lamp
… Printed by E. Macleish … On Wednesday will be revived, (with new

Scenes, Dresses, and Decorations) Shakspeare’s Comedy of Errors …
[London, 1819].
Playbill (316 × 184 mm), some light browning, later ink ms. number to
upper right-hand corner (‘69’).

38. [SHAKESPEARE.] [HAMLET.]
Theatre Ipswich. On Monday, June 19,
1815, will be performed Shakespeare’s
Tragedy of Hamlet, Prince of Denmark …
to which will be added, a Melo-Drame, in 2
Acts, called, The Wandering Boys; Or, The
Castle of Olival … By desire of Mr. and
Mrs. Collinson, on Wednesday, the 21st of
June, the Melo-Drame of The Dog of
Montargis, after which a comic Interlude,
called The Day After the Wedding; with the
Farce of The Hunter of the Alps. [Ipswich,
1815].
Handbill (221 × 135 mm), printed on wove
paper, sometime laid down on cream-coloured
card, a little marginal browning.
£40
The Theatre Royal, Ipswich, opened in 1803 and was built on the site of
another, earlier theatre where, apocryphally, the great David Garrick is
said to have made his debut. Other famous actors who did perform at
this theatre include Charles Incledon, Edmund Kean, J. P. Kemble, and
William Macready. The Theatre’s last performance was in 1890 before it
was taken over by the Salvation Army; it was finally demolished in 1960.

39. [SHAKESPEARE.] [HENRY IV.]
Theatre Royal, Birmingham. The last Night
but one of Aladdin, and the first
Appearance of Mr. Elliston & Mr. Bartley in
Hotspur and Sir John Falstaff. This present
Monday, August 16, 1813, will be presented
(for the first Time these four Years)
Shakspear’s historical Play of King Henry
IV. Or, The Humours of Sir John Falstaff …
after which will be performed (for the
fourteenth and positively last Time but one)
a new Melo Dramatic Romance, called
Aladdin; Or, The Wonderful Lamp …
Jonathan Knott, Printer, Birmingham [1813].
Playbill (314 × 193 mm), some light browning,
bottom edge a little worn.
£50 + VAT
The Theatre Royal, Birmingham, was first built
in 1774 and was known as The New Theatre
until it burned down in August 1792. Rebuilt in
1794 and renamed The Theatre Royal, that too
was destroyed in a fire a few years after the
present production, in 1820: ‘Though powerful
assistance was promptly rendered, the whole
structure, in about two hours, was reduced to a
heap of ruins. No lives were lost in
consequence of this deplorable calamity, but not an article of furniture or
embellishment has been saved’ (Theatrical Inquisitor, Feb. 1820).
Various owners continued to rebuild on the original site until it was
demolished for good in 1956.

‘THE KING OF TRAGEDY’
40. [SHAKESPEARE.] [KEAN, Edmund.] A nice group of
playbills advertising Shakespeare productions (Richard III, Timon
of Athens, Othello) at Drury Lane starring the actor Edmund Kean.
London, 1814–18.
Together: £375 + VAT
By spring 1814, Kean (1787–1833) had finally extricated himself from his
contract with the Olympic Theatre and had accepted a new one at Drury
Lane. The change proved to be career-making, saving both the Theatre
and Kean’s reputation: ‘On 12 February 1814 he gave his first London

performance of Richard III, the part that best accommodated his
genius. G. H. Lewes’s memory held a boyhood image of the exquisite
grace with which Kean would lean against the side scene while Anne
railed at him: “It was thoroughly feline—terrible yet beautiful”’ (Oxford
DNB). Kean’s fiery interpretation of Shakespeare continued to thrill
audiences, and he proved a worthy adversary to the competition: ‘… on
12 February 1817, the young Junius Brutus Booth made his wellpublicized first appearance in London. Booth had openly modelled
himself on Kean, who found the imitation disconcerting. When Booth
quarrelled with the Covent Garden management, Kean plotted to have
him contracted to Drury Lane, where, on 20 February 1817, Kean as
Othello obliterated Booth’s Iago. The mortified Booth returned to Covent
Garden, soon to emigrate to America where he founded a famous
theatrical dynasty. It was not the last time Kean set about destroying a
rival, and the retirement of Kemble on 23 June 1817 left him
unchallenged as the king of tragedy’ (ibid.).
a) [RICHARD III.] Mr. Kean’s last Appearance this Season in King
Richard the Third. Theatre Royal, Drury Lane. This present Monday,
July 11, 1814, Their Majesties’ Servants will perform (24th Time at this

Theatre) Shakspeare’s Tragedy of King Richard the Third … Duke of
Gloster [sic], Mr. Kean … to which will be added (2[n]d time at this
Theatre) the popular revived Comick Opera of Lock and Key …
C. Lowndes, Printer … Mr. Kean will repeat (for the last times this
Season) the Character of Hamlet on Wednesday, and Othello on
Thursday next … [London, 1814].
Playbill (309 × 161 mm), on tinted paper, some light marginal browning,
one recent pencil mark to upper right-hand corner.
b) [RICHARD III.] Theatre Royal, Drury-Lane. This present Tuesday,
April 30, 1816, Their Majesties’ Servants will perform (6th time this
Season) Shakspeare’s Tragedy of King Richard the Third … Duke of
Gloster [sic], Mr. Kean …to which will be added (3[r]d time these 20
years) the musical Farce called The Two Misers … Lowndes, Printer …
Mr. Kean will appear in A New Way to Pay Old Debts on Thursday and
Monday next, in Town & Country on Friday, and in the Duke of Milan on
Saturday … [London, 1816].
Playbill (303 × 165 mm), some light browning.
c) [TIMON OF ATHENS.] Theatre Royal, Drury-Lane. This present
Monday, November 11, 1816, Their Majesties’ Servants will perform
Shakspeare’s Tragedy of Timon of Athens. Timon, Mr. Kean … after
which (2d time) a new Ballet, called The Bridal of Flora … to which will
be added (10th time) a New Grand Melo-Drama, called The WatchWord: Or, the Quito Gate … Lowndes, Printer … Shakspeare’s Tragedy
of Timon of Athens, performed on Friday, for the 5th Time … was again
received with the most unbounded Approbation; and Mr. Kean in the
Part of Timon, was honour’d with Acclamations of Applause:–The
Tragedy will be repeated this Evening and on Monday next … [London,
1816].
Playbill (308 × 182 mm), some light spotting.
d) [OTHELLO.] Theatre Royal, Drury-Lane. This Evening, Tuesday
June 23, 1818, Their Majesties’ Servants will perform Shakspeare’s
Tragedy of Othello … Othello, Mr. Kean … after which, the Comedy of
Ways and Means; or, A Trip to Dover … [London:] Rodwell, Printer,
Theatre Royal … Mr. Kean will perform Othello this Evening, and
Oroonoko To-morrow, being his last appearance in each of those
Characters this Season. [London, 1818].
Playbill (282 × 159 mm) on wove paper, some light browning.

‘THE SUPREME ACTOR FOR AN AGE’
41. [SHAKESPEARE.] [KEMBLE, John Philip.] A good
collection of play- and handbills advertising Shakespeare
productions (Henry VIII, Macbeth, King John, Julius Caesar,
Coriolanus, Cymbeline) at Covent Garden starring the actor John
Philip Kemble. London, 1810–17.
Together: £800 + VAT
By the 1810s, Kemble (1757–1823) had solidified his reputation and was
comfortably ensconced in Covent Garden, where night after night he
performed his most famous Shakespearean roles: ‘Psychologically
drawn and physically suited to stoical Romans, he excelled also where
pathos and melancholy were dominant and with the fierily single-minded
(he was a fine Hotspur) … Kemble strove, both as actor and producer of
plays, to present in dramatic form the essence of human nature and its
relationship to the outside world as the Romantic age consistently

viewed it. No actor is for all time, but Kemble was the supreme actor for
an age’ (Oxford DNB). The 1810s also found Kemble working more
closely with his siblings, actor Charles Kemble (1775–1854) and the
incomparable Sarah Siddons (1755–1831); the present collection
includes several productions in which the three starred alongside each
other.
Also included here are playbills (items f and h) advertising one of the
highlights of Kemble’s career, his revival of Julius Caesar: ‘As always
with Shakespeare, Kemble radically reworked the text in order to present
it in the shape he had predetermined, but the outcome, however
questionable by Shakespearians, was “one of the most significant
revivals in the play's history … Throughout the next eighty years
audiences saw no production which did not owe a direct and profound
debt to the 1812 revival”’ (ibid.). By 1817, however, Kemble’s health had
begun to deteriorate, and in 1820 he passed his Covent Garden
interests on to his brother Charles; he died in 1823 after suffering a
stroke in Lausanne.
a) [HENRY VIII.] New Theatre Royal, Covent-Garden, this present
Saturday, May 26, 1810, will be acted Shakspeare’s historical Play of
King Henry the Eighth … Cardinal Wolsey, Mr. Kemble … Cromwell, Mr.
C. Kemble … Katharine, Queen of England, Mrs. Siddons … to which
will be added (first time this season) the musical Entertainment of The
Escapes; or, The Water Carrier … [London:] E. Macleish, Printer …
[1810].
Handbill (243 × 194 mm), printed on tinted paper, some browning and
light spotting, upper right-hand corner a little creased. [With:]
b) [MACBETH.] New Theatre Royal, Covent-Garden, this present
Monday, June 4, 1810, will be acted Shakspeare’s Tragedy of Macbeth
… Macbeth by Mr. Kemble, Macduff by Mr. C. Kemble … Lady Macbeth
by Mrs. Siddons. … after which, in honour of His Majesty’s Birth Day, the
musical Piece of The Jubilee … to which will be added the grand serious
pantomimed Ballet of The Deserter of Naples … [London:] E. Macleish,
Printer … [1810].
Handbill (234 × 183 mm), printed on tinted paper, some light spotting.
[And:]
c) [KING JOHN.] New Theatre-Royal, Covent-Garden, this present
Monday, June 11, 1810, will be acted Shakspeare’s historical Play of
King John … John, King of England by Mr. Kemble … Falconbridge by
Mr. C. Kemble … The Lady Constance by Mrs. Siddons … after which
(for the 52nd and last Time) the new comick Pantomime, called

Harlequin Pedlar or, The Haunted Well … [London:] E. Macleish, Printer
[1810] … Tomorrow, for the last Time this Season, Shakspeare’s
Tragedy of Hamlet, Prince of Denmark. Hamlet by Mr. Kemble … to
which will be added … the Tragedy of King Lear. King Lear, Mr. Kemble
… On Monday the Tragedy of Macbeth. Macbeth, Mr. Kemble, Macduff,
Mr. C. Kemble, Lady Macbeth, Mrs. Siddons. [London, 1810].
Handbill (237 × 195 mm), printed on tinted paper, a little marginal
browning. [And:]
d) [KING JOHN.] New Theatre Royal, Covent Garden, this present
Saturday, Dec. 15, 1810, will be acted Shakspeare’s Tragedy of King
John … John, King of England by Mr Kemble … to which will be added
the Farce of All the World’s a Stage … [Printed by] Macleish … [1810].
Handbill (250 × 178 mm), printed on tinted paper, a little browning.
[And:]
e) [HENRY VIII.] The last Night but two of Mr. Kemble’s present
Engagement. Theatre Royal, Covent Garden this present Monday,
February 7, 1814, will be acted Shakspeare’s Play of King Henry the
Eighth … Cardinal Wolsey, Mr. Kemble … to which will be added (for the
31st time) the new grand Pantomime, called Harlequin & the Swans or,
the Bath of Beauty … Printed by E. Macleish … [1814].
Playbill (322 × 214 mm), printed on tinted paper, a little browning. [And:]
f) [JULIUS CAESAR.] Theatre
Royal, Covent-Garden this present
Wednesday, February 9, 1814, will
be acted, Shakspeare’s Tragedy of
Julius Cæsar … Brutus by Mr.
Kemble … to which will be added the
Farce of The Spoil’d Child …
[London:] E. Macleish, Printer …
[1814].
Playbill (290 × 204 mm), printed on
tinted paper, some light marginal
browning, bottom edge trimmed
(affecting at least one line of text),
contemporary ink ms inscription to
verso: ‘A Great and Overflowing
Audience from Box Pit and Galleries
½ Price at 5 to 9 Tragedy over 5 past

10 and all Concluded by a ¼ past Eleven OClock with Mr Roberts at
Piazza Pit Door.’ [And:]
g) [CORIOLANUS.] Theatre Royal, Covent-Garden, this present
Wednesday, May 18, 1814, will be acted Shakspeare’s Tragedy of
Coriolanus; or, The Roman Matron … Caius Marcius Coriolanus by Mr.
Kemble … to which will be added a new Melo-Drama … called the Miller
& His Men … [London:] Printed by E. Macleish … [1814].
Playbill (317 × 200 mm), printed on tinted paper, some very light
browning; sometime laid down. [And:]
h) [JULIUS CAESAR.] Theatre Royal, Covent-Garden, this present
Wednesday, May 25, 1814, will be acted Shakspeare’s Tragedy of Julius
Cæsar … Brutus by Mr. Kemble … to which will be added (25th time) a
new grand Asiatick Spectacle, called Sadak & Kalasrade or The Waters
of Oblivion … [London:] Printed by E. Macleish … [1814].
Playbill (314 × 200 mm), printed on tinted paper, some light browning;
sometime laid down. [And:]
i) [CYMBELINE.] Theatre Royal, Covent-Garden this present Friday,
May 30, 1817, will be acted Shakspeare’s Play of Cymbeline …
Leonatus Posthumus by Mr Kemble, (Being the last Time he ever will
perform that Character.) … Previous to Mr. Kemble’s Retirement from
the Stage he will act tomorrow, (by special Desire) Brutus. On Monday,
Cardinal Wolsey. On Tuesday, Hotspur. On Wednesday … Cato. On
Thursday, Macbeth. [Each Character being for the last Time.] … On
Thursday, for the Benefit of Mr C Kemble, Shakspeare’s Tragedy of
Macbeth. Macbeth, Mr. Kemble, Lady Macbeth, Mrs Siddons, (Being
their last Appearance in those Characters.) … Printed by Macleish …
[1817].
Playbill (329 × 228 mm), a little spotted, largely in the margins, left-hand
side of upper margin slightly creased, sometime laid down.

‘IN ENGLAND … THE DRAWING-ROOM TABLE OF NO LADY
IS DESCRIBED AS BEING WITHOUT RETZSCH’S DESIGNS’
42. [SHAKESPEARE.] RETZSCH, Moritz. A complete set of
Retzsch’s Outlines to Shakspeare, each volume in the original
publisher’s cloth binding. Leipzig, 1828–46.
£700

The Gallerie zu Shakspeare’s dramatischen Werken. In Umrissen …, to
give the series its German title, was the work by which Retzsch was
perhaps best known in Britain, where his fame as an illustrator ‘was
based less upon his designs from the German poets [e.g. Schiller] than
upon his long series of outline engravings to Shakespeare’s plays …
[While] he was held in no particular regard in Germany … in Britain, as
William Vaughan writes, his “outlines were … the objects of study and
inspiration for some of the most eminent writers and artists of the period:
amongst others, Byron, Shelley, Flaxman, Maclise, Millais, and
Rossetti”. In so far as the professional art critics were concerned,
Retzsch provided a yardstick in outline engraving with which to belabour
poor British practitioners of the genre for their real or imaginary
shortcomings. Nor could there be any doubt as to his popularity with the
public at large. In the “Introduction” to Macbeth, the second
Shakespeare play which inspired Retzsch’s designs, his publishers
could boast that:
In England, where the Artist’s performance had obtained high reputation
by his Gallery to Göthe’s Faust and to Schiller’s Ballads, and where they
had been multiplied by means of copies by Moses and other engravers,
those fancy-pieces to Hamlet gained so favourable a reputation, that in
pictures of the manners of the fashionable world, of the persons of
distinction who frequent Almack’s and pass the most delightful season of
the year in their town-mansions – in novels – the drawing-room table of
no lady is described as being without Retzsch’s designs.
‘Perhaps it was this faithful British public which encouraged Retzsch to
persist for over thirty years in a style of outline engraving which gradually
became outmoded in Germany …’ (Buchanan-Brown, pp. 91–3).

i) RETZSCH’s Outlines to Shakspeare. First Series. Hamlet, seventeen
[sic] Plates. Genuine original Edition. Leipsic: Published by Ernest
Fleischer … 1828. London: Sold by Treuttel & Wuertz, Treuttel Jun. &
Richter.
4to (350 × 270 mm), pp. [8], xi, [1], ff. [15], plus frontispiece and 15
plates (complete, despite the wording on the title-page; cf. the printed
descriptive list of plates, also the Folger copy etc.); engraved dedication
leaf, to George IV, by Carl Martin; some foxing, a couple of sections
loose where sewing has failed; original publisher’s cloth, a few spots,
corners worn, cover title vignette by Retzsch (seemingly the seventeenth
plate) pasted to front cover.
ii) RETZSCH’s Outlines to Shakspeare. Second Series. Macbeth,
thirteen Plates. Genuine original Edition. Leipsic: Published by Ernest

Fleischer … 1833. London: Sold by Bach & Comp, Foreign Booksellers
to the Queen.
4to (335 × 255 mm), pp. [8], xiv, ff. [13], plus frontispiece and 12 plates;
engraved dedication leaf, to George IV, by Carl Martin; some light
foxing; original publisher’s cloth, a little surface wear, one corner
bumped, large (lithographed?) title label pasted to front cover.

iii) RETZSCH’s Outlines to Shakspeare. Third Series. Romeo and
Juliet, thirteen Plates. Genuine original Edition. Leipsic: Published by
Ernest Fleischer … 1836. London: Sold by Black & Armstrong, Foreign
Booksellers to the King … Paris: Sold by Veith & Hauser.
4to (336 × 255 mm), pp. [6], xxvi, ff. [13], plus frontispiece and 12 plates;
engraved dedication leaf, to Queen Adelaide, by Carl Martin; upper
corner of a couple of text leaves creased, some light spotting to blank
pages facing the plates and endpapers; original publisher’s wavy cloth,
some surface wear, corners worn, large title label pasted to front cover.

iv) RETZSCH’s Outlines to Shakspeare. Fourth Series. King Lear,
thirteen Plates. Genuine original Edition. Leipsic: Published by Ernest
Fleischer … 1838. London: Sold by Black & Armstrong.
4to (323 × 258 mm), pp. [6], xxi, [1], ff. [13], plus frontispiece and 12
plates; printed advertisement tipped in; engraved dedication leaf, to
Queen Adelaide, by Carl Martin; some foxing; original publisher’s
patterned cloth, one corner bumped, a couple of indentations to the foreedge (from when tied with string), spine sunned, large title label pasted
to front cover.
v) RETZSCH’s Outlines to Shakspeare. Fifth Series. The Tempest.
Thirteen Plates. Genuine original Edition. Leipsic: Published by Ernest
Fleischer. London: Sold by Black & Armstrong … 1841.
Oblong 4to (257 × 310 mm), pp. [4], lx, plus frontispiece and 12 plates;
printed advertisement tipped in; foxing to the title, scattered spotting
elsewhere; original publisher’s moiré cloth, large title label pasted to
front cover.
vi) RETZSCH’s Outlines to Shakspeare. Sixth Series. Othello. Thirteen
Plates. Genuine original Edition. Leipsic: Published by Ernest
Fleischer. London: Sold by Black & Armstrong … 1842.
Oblong 4to (257 × 317 mm), pp. [4], xlvii, [1], plus frontispiece and 12
plates; printed advertisement tipped in; light foxing in places; original
publisher’s moiré cloth, spine a little sunned, large title label pasted to
front cover.
vii) RETZSCH’s Outlines to Shakspeare. Seventh Series. The Merry
Wives of Windsor. Thirteen Plates. Genuine original Edition. Leipsic:
Published by Ernest Fleischer. London: Sold by Williams & Norgate …
1844.
Oblong 4to (255 × 312 mm), pp. [4], xxxiv, plus frontispiece and 12
plates; printed advertisement tipped in; a little light foxing throughout;
original publisher’s moiré cloth, large title label pasted to front cover.
viii) RETZSCH’s Outlines to Shakspeare. Eighth Series. King Henry IV.
Parts I and II. Thirteen Plates. Genuine original Edition. Leipsic:
Published by Ernest Fleischer. 1846.
Oblong 4to (255 × 315 mm), pp. [4], xxxvii, [2], plus frontispiece and 12
plates; printed advertisement tipped in; light foxing in places; slightly
shaken in the original publisher’s moiré cloth, upper corner of front free
endpaper cut away, large title label pasted to front cover.
Rümann 1829.

43. [SHAKESPEARE.] TIKHONRAVOV, Nikolai
Savvich. Shekspir. Rech’, proiznesennaia v
publichnom sobranii Imperatorskago
Moskovskago Universiteta 11/23 aprelia 1864
goda [Shakespeare. A speech given at the public
meeting of the Imperial Moscow University on
11/23 April 1864] … Moskva: V universitetskoi
tipografii. (Katkov i Ko.) 1864.
8vo (206 × 129 mm), pp. [2], 18; some light spotting to
endleaves, old bookseller’s marks to rear endpapers;
original printed boards, spine defective, upper cover
just holding.
£400
First separate edition, originally published in Russkii
vestnik (No. 4, pp. 735–52): a speech given by the
young Tikhonravov (1832–1893), on Shakespeare’s
birthday, to mark the tercentenary in 1864. He later
became Rector of Moscow University.
On the Moscow tercentenary festivities, see Levin,
Shekspir i russkaia literatura XIX veka (1988), p. 201.
Levidova 1888. WorldCat locates 2 copies only (British Library,
Melbourne).

SOVIET OTHELLO IN COLD-WAR LONDON

44. [SHAKESPEARE.] [OTHELLO.] Royal Festival Hall …
Othello. A Mosfilm Production in Sovcolour of Shakespeare’s
Tragedy presented by O. S. Ltd., by arrangement with Gala Films
… [London, 1957].
Handbill (284 × 204 mm), printed on recto and verso in red; a little light
staining to extreme right-hand margin of verso. [Together with:]

Othello. Pictorial Programme … [N.p., 1957].
Large 8vo (295 × 209 mm), pp. [16] with final folding leaf, most pages
with full-bleed photographs from the film, and one reproduction of a 1946
Matisse drawing of the director, Sergei Yutkevich; some light wear to
extremities, original self-wrappers, minor water stain to upper left-hand
corner of front wrapper.
Together: £50

In July 1957, the Royal Festival Hall hosted a multi-night benefit for the
Royal Academy of Dramatic Art and The Opera School (later the Royal
Academy Opera at the Royal Academy of Music), with screenings of
Sergei Yutkevich’s Othello. The film had won Best Director at Cannes
the year before and, in the years following, would be screened in more
than 70 foreign countries including Great Britain, Spain, Mexico, and
Japan, and earned high praise from prominent figures in the industry
such as Laurence Olivier. The stars—Sergei Bondarchuk (1920–1994),
Andrei Popov (1918–1983), and Irina Skobtseva (b.1927)—attended the
Royal Festival Hall premiere on 1 July, along with the Soviet
Ambassador. Press coverage of the event was largely glowing (‘The
dialogue is in English, but the acting speaks for itself. Sergei
Bondarchuk is a mighty Othello’, Daily Herald, 28 June 1957), with a
number of journalists gushing about the film’s colour technology
(‘Anyone who has seen the Russian film of “Othello” at the Royal
Festival Hall will have seen what to my mind is the finest colour system
in the world at present–Sovcolour’, West London Observer, 13 Sept.
1957).
WorldCat lists 1 copy of the pictorial programme worldwide (Folger);
Library Hub adds none.

45. [SHAKESPEARE.] A collection of a dozen programmes
from modern productions, in Britain and in Germany.
12 vols, various formats.

Together: £20

The productions include:
Viel Lärm um Nichts, Landestheater Württemberg-Hohenzollern,
Tübingen, 1976.
Antony and Cleopatra, Royal Shakespeare Company, 1978.
The Merry Wives of Windsor, Royal Shakespeare Company, 1979.
Pericles, Bremer Shakespeare Company, 1995.
Richard III, Berliner Ensemble, 2000.
Ein Sommernachtstraum, Deutsches Nationaltheater, Weimar, 2004.
Henry IV, National Theatre, 2005.
Coriolanus, Shakespeare’s Globe, 2006.
Titus Andronicus, Shakespeare’s Globe, 2006.
Timon of Athens, Shakespeare’s Globe, 2008.
Coriolanus, Deutsches Theater Berlin, 2012.
Julius Caesar, Bridge Theatre, London, 2018.

DIE FLEDERMAUS

46. [STRAUSS.] Royal Alhambra
Theatre, Leicester Square …
Morning Performance. At 2.0 Farce,
A Warning to Parents. At 2.30, Die
Fledermaus. Grand Comic Opera.
Music by Johann Strauss. Adapted
for the English Stage with additional
Choruses and Ballet Music by
Hamilton Clarke … [London,
1876/7].
8vo (241 × 152 mm) bifolium, printed
within an embossed border.
£100 + VAT
Die Fledermaus had premiered in
Vienna 1874, and received its first
London performance in December
1876, in an adaptation by Arthur
Sullivan’s future collaborator, Hamilton
Clarke (1840–1912). An advertisement
on the final page here, for Rimmel’s
Almanac for 1877, suggests the
programme dates from the opera’s first
London season.

47. STOWE, Harriet Beecher. Theatre Royal, Birmingham, under
the Management of Mr. Simpson. Great Attractions for the Easter
Holidays. Production of the renowned Drama of Dred a Tale of
the Great Dismal Swamp! Also, first Time in Birmingham, the
highly-successful Drama of Angel or Devil! As performed at the
Royal Lyceum Theatre, London, with unbounded Applause. On
Easter Monday, April 13, 1857, and during the Week, will be
presented—with entirely New Scenery & Appointments and Novel
Effects—the romantic Drama, full of deep Pathos and striking
Situations, founded on the popular Work by Mrs. Harriet Beecher
Stowe, (the talented Authoress of “Uncle Tom’s Cabin,”)
embracing all the strongest points, most interesting Characters,

and powerfully-effective Incidents of the Novel … [Birmingham:]
Frederick Turner, Printer, Snowhill [1857]. [With:]
—————. Theatre Royal, North Shields.
Proprietor and Manager – Mr. Samuel
Roxby … On Saturday, Nov. 14th, 1857,
Aladdin! To conclude with the very
celebrated Drama, called Dred or, A Tale of
the Great Dismal Swamp … Phillipson &
Hare, Printers … North Shields [1857].
Two playbills (750 × 247 and 375 × 332 mm
respectively); Birmingham: horizontal crease
where previously folded, short tear to upper
left-hand corner, upper edge a little ragged and
dusty, a few small holes elsewhere, but very
good overall; North Shields: vertical crease
where previously folded, a few chips and short
tears to the edges, a few small holes in places,
old paper repair to verso.
Together: £300 + VAT
‘Adaptations of novels for the stage were very
common in the nineteenth century. To the
modern reader Dred may nonetheless not
seem an ideal candidate for dramatic
adaptation … [but] adaptations were almost
immediate. The novel was published on 22
August 1856 in both Britain and America. By
the end of the year more than a dozen
adaptations had reached the stage. H. Philip
Bolton points out that in the in nineteenth
century the great mass of British dramatic
productions were performed in the “minor” (i.e.
nonpatent) theaters where the tastes of the
great unwashed majority prevailed, and any
play that demonstrated solidarity with the
downtrodden and dispossessed tended to have
enormous appeal’ (Judie Newman, ‘The
Afterlife of Dred on the British Stage’,
Transatlantic Stowe: Harriet Beecher Stowe
and European Culture, eds. Kohn, Meer &
Todd, University of Iowa Press, 2006, pp. 210–
11).

Newman lists performances at the Theatre Royal, Birmingham for
January and February 1857, but not April, and does not record the North
Shields production at all.

48. [SWEARS, Herbert?]. [Cover title:] Home Sweet Home.
[England, early 20th century?]
Typescript copy, 4to (252 × 184 mm), ff. [2], 73; laced into old brown
paper wrappers (worn and creased, spine chipped), title to front cover in
old ms. ink; a few minor corrections and stage directions in pencil
throughout.
£120
Apparently unpublished: a feel-good play in four acts set in a workingclass seaside town beginning with curmudgeonly male scepticism (‘I
know how to manage women folks, I do, I haven’t had four wives for
nothing’, f. 1) and ending with nothing less than wholesome, fortified
belief in the goodness of domesticity (‘Home sweet Home, indeed’,

p. 73). The plot revolves around an orphaned girl, Joan, who longs for a
more interesting life at sea ‘I wish I was a man and strong and brave and
could go with [the sailors], but I can do nothing but sit at home and
watch– and pray’ (f. 7), but conveniently turns out to be the long-lost
daughter of a duke, ultimately eschewing a life of luxury and adventure
for her existing one of wifely devotion and domestic bliss.
Nicoll (V, 589) records a production by Herbert Swears (1868–1946)
with the same title, marked as a farcical comedy, at St George’s Hall,
Langham Place, London, 2 March 1895, but it is unclear whether this is
the same play.

IN THE ORIGINAL PRINTED WRAPPERS

49. TCHAIKOVSKY, Pyotr Ilyich.
Oprichnik. Opera v chetyrekh
deistviiakh [The Oprichnik. An opera
in four acts] … S-Peterburg u V.
Besselia i Ko … 1874.
8vo (204 × 139 mm), pp. 44; some
marginal browning, old waterstain
affecting the text block but entirely stable;
original printed wrappers, a little chipped
and dust-soiled, spine skilfully repaired;
Bessel’s usual stamp (cropped) at foot of
title, ink ownership inscription of E. O.
Barbazanov to title and p. 4.
£700
Rare first edition of the libretto for
Tchaikovsky’s third opera, written by the
composer himself, and based on Ivan
Lazhechnikov’s banned tragedy
Oprichniki (written 1842, published 1859,
and finally staged in 1867, when
Tchaikovsky probably saw it in Moscow).
The title verso here records that the text
was passed by the censor on 19
December 1873. The piano score of the
opera was published by Bessel in
February 1874, during which the censors
demanded certain changes.
Not found in WorldCat.

DIRECTED BY AND STARRING WOMEN

50. [TERRY, Ellen.] The New Queen’s Theatre Long Acre …
Thursday, Nov. 7th. 1867, and every Evening, the Performances
will commence with a romantic Play, in five Acts, by Auguste
Maquet and Charles Reade, called the Double Marriage produced
under the Direction of Mrs. Alfred Wigan … to conclude with the
comic Drama of the First Night … an Engagement has been made
with Mrs. Scott Siddons … [London:] Nassau Steam Press – W. S.
Johnson … [1867].

Playbill (509 × 508 mm); lightly marginal browned, previously folded,
some creasing at corners.
£150 + VAT
Double bill advertising an early performance by Ellen Terry, then 20
years old, at the Queen’s Theatre.
Following her brief, failed marriage to artist G. F. Watts, Terry found
herself obliged to return to the stage in 1867 to make a living, and was
immediately engaged at Alfred Wigan’s new Queen’s Theatre, then one
of the largest in London, under the direction of Wigan’s wife, the actress
Leonora Pincott. That December, she appeared on stage with Henry
Irving for the first time, as Katherine and Petruchio in Garrick’s version of
The Taming of the Shrew.

FROM ELLEN TERRY’S JUBILEE
PERFORMANCE

51. [TERRY, Ellen.]
SHAKESPEARE, William.
Much ado about Nothing.
Introduction by Austin
Brereton … William Collins,
Sons, & Co. Ltd., London and
Glasgow [1900].
Square 16mo (138 × 202 mm),
pp. xvi, 112, with 8 full-page
photographic illustrations, one of
which is a double-page spread;
some light browning, particularly
to free endpapers, original
publisher’s red cloth stamped in
gilt, upper edge gilt, rubbed with
some light dust soiling; early ink
inscription of Fred Terry, along
with a pencilled note (‘Don
Pedro’) in Ellen Terry’s hand
(identified as such by Fred’s inscription); Fred Terry’s annotations
throughout.
£750
A notable piece of theatrical history: one of the study copies used by
actors in Ellen Terry’s jubilee performance at Drury Lane. Celebrating
the actress’s fiftieth year on the stage, the landmark performance took

place on 12 June, 1906, and raised for the actress ‘a much
needed £6000. Enrico Caruso, Paoli Tosti, Nellie Melba, and a host of
leading actors, actresses, and entertainers went through a substantial
and varied programme. Like a grand and beautiful divinity, Terry herself
finally appeared on the stage in an act of Much Ado about
Nothing (performed by no fewer than twenty-two members of
the Terry family) to the worshipful plaudits of a packed house’ (Oxford
DNB).
The present copy was owned by Terry’s brother, Fred Terry (1863–
1933), and is inscribed by him on the front free endpaper: ‘From this
book sent to me by Nell [i.e. Ellen Terry] I studied Don Pedro for her
Jubilee Performance June 12th 1906 Fred Terry’. He also notes that the
pencilled inscription ‘Don Pedro’ is in Terry’s hand. Fred Terry had
previously played Don Pedro to glowing reviews (St James’s Theatre,
1898), and was thought of as ‘a character actor of high skill, [and] is …
remembered best for his command of the romantic flourish and for his
manliness, gaiety, and unfailing Terry charm’ (ibid.).
This edition not in Jaggard (but see p. 493 for The Winter’s Tale in the
same series, ‘The Stage Shakespeare’).

52. [TERRY?] Five printed candle shades. [Presumably
England, 1920s?]
5 candle shades (roughly 50 × 130 × 90 mm each), lithographed on
coloured paper (variously green, peach, and pink), each with a vignette
depicting a man in a domino mask between two women, representing
Art and Music, and a reproduced signed inscription by an eminent actor,
printed borders (one ragged); the occasional wax stain, but in good
condition overall.
£100 + VAT in the EU

The designs here feature facsimile inscriptions by three English actors:
Lena Ashwell (1872–1957; ‘Never acquiesce in failure’), Godfrey Tearle
(later Sir Godfrey, 1884–1953; ‘Lighten our darkness!’), and Ben(?)
Webster (1864–1947; ‘To this candle I am the shade – it’s not everything
in this world that can bear the full glare of light’). According to a
manuscript note, they were ‘bought at Ellen Terry’s sale, Small Hythe’,
although there is no record of them in the 1928 Smallhythe catalogue
(most of the sale was fairly grand).

COMMENDED BY LESSING

53. THOMSON, James. Des Herrn Jacob Thomson sämtliche
Trauerspiele. I. Sophonisbe. II. Agamemnon. III. Eduard und
Eleonora. IV. Tancred und Sigismunda. V. Coriolan. Aus dem
Englischen übersetzt. Mit einer Vorrede von Gotthold Ephraim
Lessing. Leipzig, in der Weidmannischen Handlung, 1756.
Small 8vo (171 × 95 mm), pp. 14, 440;
some light offsetting; neat small
stamped initials (‘C. F. S.’) at foot of
title, later ownership inscription (dated
1854) at head; contemporary calf,
lightly rubbed, spine gilt in
compartments, chipped at head, half
of spine label missing.
£500
First collected edition in German, with
an introduction by Lessing, then still
only 27. The translations were done
by a literary society in Stralsund.
Thomson’s bestselling The Seasons
had first appeared in German in 1740,
influencing poets such as Ewald von
Kleist (Der Frühling, 1749) and
Gessner; the culmination of its
influence was Haydn’s Die
Jahreszeiten in 1801.
Here we find his plays, which Lessing
praises as ‘masterpieces’, warmly
commending them to German
readers. The year before, the young
playwright had published the English-

inspired Miß Sara Sampson, the first German domestic tragedy of any
importance.
Goedeke IV/I, 371, 67; Price & Price, Literature 1066.

THE NEW OPPORTUNITIES OF LITHOGRAPHY

54. [WEBER.] Der Freischutzism. Or ‘tis a Hit! A Song, written
by a Freeshot. Author of many rejected Addresses … London.
Pubd for the Proprietors by W. Dover … Sold also (by
Appointment) by Monro & May … [1824].
Folio (356 × 253 mm), pp. 2, [2, the last blank]; creased in places, a little
ragged and finger-soiled at extremities, some old paper repairs, two

strips of paper pasted along the bottom edge of the first and last pages;
disbound.
£300
First (and apparently only) edition, very rare. In the 1820s, Carl Maria
von Weber (1786–1826) became the leading exponent of German opera
and, thanks to the popularity of Der Freischütz (1821), an international
celebrity. The success of the opera ‘was immediate and long-lasting.
Within a few years it conquered all the major stages of Europe. By 1830
it had been produced in Danish, Swedish, Czech, Russian, English,
French, Hungarian, Polish and Dutch, and before 1850 it was staged as
far afield as Cape Town, Rio de Janeiro and Sydney’ (New Grove
Dictionary of Opera).
Success led to parody, as the present work (‘Oh! such an Age so prolific
in Hobgoblinism, Such a rage for horribles was never seen’) shows,
poking fun at the appeal of the supernatural and the gothic, and their
presentation on the stage:
Greek fire, and Gunpowder too, blast ev’ry hope of better taste,
There’s nothing can be done without some grand Blow-up;
Woods a-blaze, create amaze; to Play-houses all eager haste,
And supping full of horrors, drain to very dregs the cup!
German horrors, Churchyard terrors, teach us now morality;
Imagination reigns supreme,—a fig for all reality,
Of golden harvest, managers seem now resolved to make the most,
And till they find their coffers empty, never will give up the Ghost.
Illustrated music such as this call to mind the contemporary publications
of the Birmingham antiquarian, William Hawkes Smith, who had ‘his own
lithographic press on which he produced his own sets of pictorial
lithographs of an antiquarian kind, but he also printed a few pieces of
music. The best known of these are his “Quadrilling”, which is known to
exist in three editions [1820, 1821, 1822], and “Washing day” [c.1821–
2] … Both publications are delightfully naive and are of interest primarily
for their early date, provenance, and novelty’ (Twyman, Early
Lithographed Music, 1996, p. 386). Der Freischutzism is very much in
the same vein. Lithography, as Michael Twyman notes, was largely
neglected by British music publishers in the first four decades of the
nineteenth century, but publications such as the present work show the
opportunities offered by the new technology.
Not in Twyman, Early Lithographed Music. WorldCat locates 3 copies
only (BL, Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, Brigham Young). On the
background, see Donald G. Henderson, The Freischütz Phenomenon:
Opera as Cultural Mirror (2011).

55. ZIEGLER, Friedrich Wilhelm. Mit Hoch-Obrigkeitlicher
Erlaubniß … wird Heute Mittwoch und den 12ten April 1820
aufgeführt: Partheyen-Wuth. Ein Original-Schauspiel in fünf
Abtheilungen … [Apparently Frankfurt, 1820.]
Playbill (366 × 222 mm); a little creased, one small hole.

£100 + VAT

In a change to the published programme (due to the indisposition of
Miss Lindner), an unusual play, by Friedrich Ziegler (1759–1827),

prominent actor at the Burgtheater in Vienna and popular playwright,
was to be staged. Partheyenwuth, oder die Kraft des Glaubens (‘Raging
Factions, or the Power of Belief’, 1817) is set in seventeenth-century
Weymouth, at the end of the Civil War. The play was in the Burgtheater
repertoire until 1839, often including Ziegler himself, in the role of Sir
Edward.
For the play, see Goedeke V, 292, 35 (as Partey-Wuth).
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